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T
he immediate problem 
with universal socket-
outlets is that they 
aren’t standardised and 

may not comply with UK Safety 
Regulations, specifically the 
Plugs and Sockets etc. (Safety) 
Regulations 1994, which require 
UK standard plugs and sockets to 
be BS 1363 compliant. There are 
a number of features that these 
standards ensure that aren’t always 
present in universal sockets.

A further danger is that a single 
plug type doesn’t accommodate 
the two different mains voltages 
used across the globe – European 
230V and American 120V. 
Plugging a 115V appliance into a 
230V socket can result in a fire so 
the voltages must be accurate.

A normal mains supply consists 
of earth, a safety connection for 
exposed metal parts, neutral, 
which is approximately 0V, and 
line, which is at 120V or 230V. 
Both neutral and line are referred 
to as ‘live parts’, as they carry 
current. The UK and USA both 

use polarised plugs, but the line 
connection may be different 
depending on the country. 

Universal sockets usually have 
the terminals marked for UK 
polarisation, meaning that it is 
incorrect for some plugs – e.g. 
US plugs. A switch fitted to an 
appliance is often in the Line 
wire only, so the right connection 
must be made.

UK plugs have partially sleeved 
line and neutral pins to ensure 
the live parts can’t be touched 
when the plug is partially inserted. 
Plugs in other countries, such as 
Germany, rely on the plug being 
inserted into a recessed socket. As 
universal sockets have no recess, 
there’s no safety feature to prevent 
unsleeved live pins being touched 
with a partially-inserted plug.

US plugs
The live pins of plugs in the 
US are closely spaced (12.7mm 
centres) compared to UK plugs 
(22.2mm centres). The overall 
width of a US plug is usually 

between 22mm and 25mm  
with the minimum distance 
between the edges of socket-
outlet apertures to accept a 
UK plug being 29mm. A US 
plug inserted into a socket that 
accepts UK plugs will, therefore, 
leave the socket apertures 
dangerously exposed.

UK standards require that 
socket-outlet pin apertures are 
shuttered either by insertion of 
the earth pin or by simultaneous 
insertion of two or more pins. 
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Some universal socket-outlets 
have no shutters, or inadequate 
shutters which can be opened by 
pressing a pin or other object into 
the line aperture alone. This is 
dangerous and potentially lethal, 
allowing contact with live parts.

UK and US plugs use the 
third pin for earth, while other 
countries, such as Germany, use  
a side contact and the French 
plug uses a pin projecting from 
the face of the socket-outlet.  
The lack of provision of the earth 
contacts in a universal socket-
outlet, although accepting  
the French and German plugs, 
results in the absence of the 
critical safety feature and is 
potentially lethal.

Socket-outlets are normally 
designed to make the maximum 
electrical contact with the pins 
of the plug. The contacts in 
a universal socket-outlet are 
designed to accept a variety 
of sizes and shapes and are 
therefore seriously compromised. 
A poor contact will result in arcing 
and/or overheating with the 
increased risk of fire.

Fuse compatibility
With regards to wiring, the ring 
circuit system used in the UK 
includes 32A protection for the 
fixed wiring and requires a fuse 
in the plug to prevent the flexible 
appliance cord overheating 
and catching fire in the case of 
a short circuit. Other countries 
use a radial system and rely on 

protection (typically 16A) for fixed 
wiring to protect the flexible cord. 

A universal socket-outlet will 
accept non-BS 1363, unfused 
plugs so, when connected to a 
UK ring circuit, the flexible cord  
is not adequately protected.

Universal socket-outlets also 
don’t have a standard current 
rating. Though these sockets 
often claim to be rated at 10A, 
most plugs are rated at higher 
currents – e.g. 13A (UK), 15A (US) 
and 16A (French and German). 
Plugs should only be used 
in a socket-outlet that has a 
compatible current rating.

Robust connection
A socket-outlet should hold a 
plug securely, but the over-large 
apertures and poor contacts in 
a universal socket-outlet prevent 
this. In addition, some plug types 
(such as the German ‘Schuko’) 
rely on the socket-outlet recess 
for additional stability – universal 
sockets have no recess. The 
overlarge apertures of universal 
socket-outlets also allow some 
plugs to be inserted into the 
wrong contacts, for example 
between line and earth.

As general guidance on socket-
outlets, installers should ensure 
any accessory they provide or 
are asked to install meets the 
correct product standards. Any 
substandard universal socket-
outlets should be reported to 
Trading Standards.  n

››A universal socket-
outlet will accept 
non-BS 1363, unfused 
plugs so, when 
connected to a UK ring 
circuit, the flexible 
cord is not adequately 
protected.‹‹

Universal sockets 
are not necessarily 
the ‘catch-all’ 
solution that they 
might appear to be.

German ‘Schuko’ plug 
and socket showing the 

earth connector clips 
at top and bottom.


